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my focus is

the deviation
 
In addition to working with arts and culture, he is politically engaged with the cultural segment, 
having been as a member at Conselho Nacional de Políticas Culturais (2015-2018) and member 
of the Movimento de Artes cênicas de Mato Grosso, actively working in the construction 
of public notices and public policies for the segment of the performing arts. He is also a 
member of the Kurâdomôdo Institute, where he works with important cultural projects of state 
relevance, such as the 26th Salão Jovem Arte, the most bigger visual art project of Mato Grosso

Caio Augusto Ribeiro is a professional actor with DRT 
and since 2009 has been developing projects in the area 
of performing arts, highlighting Coió (2019), awarded 
by Banco da Amazônia and circulating in Cuiabá and 
Rondonópolis, and Vida Provisória, awarded by the 
artist residency ARVINTE. In addition to working in 
the scenic arts, he worked as actor in audiovisual 
projects, with emphasis on the Ausência de Luiz 
Marchetti and Angelus Novus Anuncia Na Boca Da 
Noite A Derrocada do Anticristo by Luis Borges. He 
is the author of four poem’s books. Colecionador de 
Tempestades (Carlini&Caniato, 2017), Manifesto da 
Manifesta (Carlini&Caniato, 2018), Manifesta Manifesta: 
Mundo-Livro (Entrelinhas, 2021) and Loucos e Sábios: 
O Livro dos Diamantes (Entrelinhas, 2021), the latter 
in partnership with its great friend Marília Beatriz,  

some works

literature



Colecionador de Tempestades
2017 Tanta Tinta Editorial, 96 pages, poems, ISBN 978-85-8009-182-3

Colecionador de Tempestades is a set of hai-kais in the affective journey of a poet who gathers sensations and then 
see what he does with all this. And Caio is that poet, always observing his surroundings as if he selected and chose 
events using his anarchic reality meter. His writing is loaded with experiences, moments, crossings, everyday and 
extra-daily records, all with the utmost urgency of the now. Taking time out for these poems is like sticking your tongue 
out and letting the rain drip into your mouth.

Juliana Capilé
(actriss and playwrith)

this is Prof Adria Ribeiro, using a ‘mutoscope’ that Caio creates a poem called ‘par tir’

Caio and Comadre Pitu, a famous character of Cuiabá’s traditional culture

Caio  and the writer Ivens Scaff.

signing some books



manifesto da manifesta
2018 Tanta Tinta Editorial, 144 pages, poems, ISBN 978-85-8009-233-2
all pages of the book are removable so you can do whatever you want with them

 In Manifesto da manifesto, poetry takes on the contours of a political lyricism that takes existence and its 
manifestations to a limit where language and structure become a challenge for the poet. In fact, a challenge to the poet’s 
restlessness. A calculated and worked-out risk, but one that does not shy away from surrendering to one or another drive. 
  
	 Divided	 into	 five	parts,	 the	poetry	manifests	affronts	 the	 law,	plays	with	 the	space	of	 the	book	 format.	The	
poems are minimal, some others are longer, they don’t cling to any formatting, they create nuances and expand 
experiences that are about to explode or become silent. But they don’t be silent. They echo is a strike against 
oppression,	artificial	anguish,	which	engenders	bans	on	poetry	and	in	favor	of	everything	that	reveals/transforms	us,	
whether it is self-assertion and a taste for the presence of the Other. In Caio Ribeiro, hope is an indomitable heart. 

 And returning to political lyricism. And for this composition there is no lack of beauty and vehemence. 
The poet opens up to the world, in images, words and sounds that can be picked up and reverberated by the 
one who reads. And poetic action is already political action, a resounding echo of our desire to go beyond 
cubicles and share all sorts of experiences. Even the loneliness that infects us. A game the poem is capable of. 

 If Antonin Artaud told us that “No one has ever written or painted, carved, modeled, built or invented except to 
get out of hell”, Caio Ribeiro shows us that paradise is a feasible promise. Yet reaching him is an invitation to a new 
movement	to	find	him.

Wuldson Marcelo
(writer and screenwriter)

Ivens Scaff, Lorenzo Falcão and Caio; Alzira E and Alice Ruiz singin some Caio poems Alice Ruiz and Caio

PAR TIR is a poem that you need to move the book create the poetry



manifesto da manifesta MUNDO-LIVRO
2021 ENTRELINHAS, 155 pages, poems, ISBN 978-65-86328-11-0
all pages of the book are removable so you can do whatever you want with them

Manifesto da Manifesta: Mundo-Livro is a commemorative edition of the acclaimed Manifesto da Manifesta. In this edition, there are more 
visual poems and other poems, with stickers and detachable pages. A book made to cut out, scribble or burn.



some works

urban intervention
Escolha Uma Música 

e Dance Comigo

pick a song and dance with me

the city is blasé. people walking the same, avoiding 
looking at each other. No feelings. No emotions. 
 
But what happens when artists storm a bus station with 
a headset and a sign: pick a song and dance with me? 
 
the anesthetized bodies of people waiting for buses 
begin to transform with the dance. The blasé gives 
way to the balancé.



the actions take place at a bus station. only the participant listens to the music using headphones. We dance just imagining the song.
Caio and Marcella dancing with an old lady.



Procura-se: 
Escritores

wanted: writers

Brazil is at the center of chaos. Art asks for help. 
What would it be like to imagine a world where 
writers are wanted with posters on the streets? 
 
Are writers criminals? Or were they captured by the 
regime? 
 
The project WANTED: WRITERS seeks to create 
a feeling of discomfort from this hacker action. 
Convince the population that writers are being 
sought after. Scale. 2000 posters pasted in 
four days with a team of 12 people. TV stories, 
newspapers. Desperate calls. What happened to 
literature?

the team was assembled after a public call on social media. A workshop was held to teach the techniques.



the posters were made together with the writers, who created poetic phrases for the action. in total there were 18 writers.

2000 posters were placed at the federal university, downtown, the historic center and nearby neighborhoods.



VOZPELOCANO
voicetube

voicetube is an invention-intervention created by 
Caio Ribeiro to transmit poems. It is made of pvc 
pipes and conduit hoses that carry the poem to the 
ear of the listener. two people can recite poems and 
four can listen.

after the work was launched, we made a version of 
the posters on postcards, which were distributed by 
post offices throughout the city and country.



in one of the presentations the invention-installation was presented in a hospital for children with cancer. Caio and Edilaine declaim poems while a woman listens.



some works

performance

drama

atenção  a tensão
attention to tension

this work is a partnership between Caio Ribeiro and 
filmmaker Henrique Santian. The two artists went 
into the dangerous burning Pantanal to create a 
series of performances that delve into life and death 
and the creative power of fire.





this is awe, a xavante word for tomorrow. the action was done with ashes from burnt trees
this is ahâmhâ, a xavante word for yesterday. the action was done with the skull of a dead ox.



COIÓ
COIÓ are the stories of two mothers, victims of 
different types of domestic violence, told by their 
two sons.

this is a hybrid play, that 
mixes poems, animated 
forms, performance, music 
and cinema.

this is ã bâtâ na, a xavante word for today. the action was done with the horn of a dead deer.

final	scene	of	the	play	where	the	mothers	make	a	scene	with	the	performers



Caio Ribeiro and Douglas Peron enact the stories of domestic violence they suffered with their mothers with expanded cinema resources. the performance can be watched live or on a screen that projects details and other perspectives.



Find me

at

www.caioribeiroarte.com

@caio.subindo


